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It seems that social media are even more appealing compared to the traditional Web 1.0 and young people find a way to social network sites.

A. Users’ motivations and usage patterns in Web 2.0

Among others, one core characteristic of Web 2.0 is the user-generated content. In literature there exist different typologies depending on the different characteristics and the main purposes, e.g., blogs aim at content creation, social networking sites are mainly for community building and virtual game worlds are entertainment-oriented [2]. The multiple opportunities of social media are closely connected with the users’ motivations. Accordingly, [3] analyzed the appeal of social media from a uses and gratification perspective. The uses and gratification approach [4] is a classical approach in media psychology that focuses on an active recipient who selects media and its contents for different purposes. The media behaviour is described by the psychological needs and motives of the individual (e.g., information seeking, escapism, entertainment). The uses and gratification model was originally formulated and applied for television behaviour and other traditional media [5]. Refined versions of the model were also successfully applied for new interactive media in the sense of Web 1.0 [6] [7] [8] [9]. However, like mentioned above one core characteristic of social media is the user-generated content which opens up new possibilities for active user behaviour. Due to these new opportunities of participation, also new motives of the users can be addressed. While [10] identified information, entertainment and social aspects as the three main motives for the traditional Internet use (Web 1.0), the research on user-generated content revealed six main motives, namely information, entertainment, social interaction, community development, self-expression and self-actualization [3] [11]. Some of these motives (e.g., information, entertainment) are analogous to the conventional Internet usage whereas some of the motives like self-expression and self-actualization are directly related to the special characteristics of Web 2.0.

Thereby, the users’ motives are related to the users’ activities and usage of social media. For example, [3] described three separate but interdependent usages of social media: Consuming (for information and entertainment), participating (for social interaction and community development), and producing (for self-expression and self-actualization). Other conceptualizations of possible motives for Web 2.0 usage are very similar to approach by [3]. For example, [12] described socializing, entertainment, self-status seeking, and information as main motives for the usage of social network sites. Reference [13] differentiated two groups of motives for user-
generated content: rational motives (e.g., knowledge sharing and advocacy) and emotional motives (e.g., social connection). A user typology based on communication/participation patterns can be found by [14].

B. Important features and potential barriers for Web 2.0 usage

Even though the conceptualizations of users’ motives and usage patterns outlined above are slightly different, they have one thing in common: the creative and productive user activities. This in turn means that the popularity of social media is closely connected with their handling or in other words their usability. The easier a Web 2.0 application is in its handling, the more the users will participate and produce content. Thereby, [3] underlined the importance of a good usability for all three forms of usage (consuming, participating and producing). This argumentation is in line with the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) according to which the perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use are the critical variables for the adoption and use of a (new) technology [15] [16]. Thus, the widespread popularity of social media applications is also an indicator of their usability.

Another important feature is the user’s control over the content. In the very beginning, most users are consumers of information and seek for entertainment. With some experience they start participating by interacting and sharing content with others. This can end up in producing, i.e., creating content. However, it is important to note, that only a minority of social media users participate or even create content or initiate other system activity [3].

When interacting with social media, users might face barriers inherent to the concrete type of social media and its community. For example, regarding public online group communication there are two main constraints [17]: critical mass and information overload. Critical mass regards to the necessity of a minimum of people that form the appropriate or sufficient group size for different activities, e.g., to solve a problem or to establish a sustainable discussion [18]. Information overload is a popular problem in mass communication when the incoming information exceeds the limited capacity of human information processing. Research has shown the so-called “magic number seven” (plus or minus two) of chunks or pieces of information one can process [19]. Thereby, selective attention is a necessary strategy in coping with the environment (see the filter model of attention by [20]). Based on these theoretical considerations [17] analysed over 2.65 million postings to 600 Usenet newsgroups in order to investigate the impact of individual information-overload coping strategies on mass communication. The results confirmed their three hypotheses: in overloaded mass communications users tend to answer mainly the simpler messages; with the increase of the overloaded mass communication, there is a higher probability that users stop the active participation; in overloaded mass communication, users will respond more likely with simpler messages. Besides such individual information-overload coping strategies also other kinds of filters can be applied. For example, for social network sites personalized recommender systems could be helpful technologies for supporting users in handling the information overload problem [21].

The new possibilities of usage comprise also special challenges for organizations and companies that try to be connected with the users and consumers on Web 2.0. Companies try to enhance the consumers’ active involvement by offering possibilities to participate and contribute to the marketing content via social network sites like Facebook or by micro-blogging via e.g., Twitter. Thereby, it is implicitly assumed, that consumers are creative and active users [22]. However, like mentioned above, it was found that only a minority of users are producing content [11] and consumers are less active than expected [17] [23] [24].

Based on the analysis of consumers’ diaries on social media activities, [2] identified fifteen possible activities that can be used as possible strategies of companies to enhance consumers’ active participation in the marketing segment. These strategies were ranking from creating games and online content to the provision of tools for facilitating daily practices. In line with [3] and the TAM [15], [2] stated “These games and the content must be easy to use, preferable free of charge, and entertaining in order to appeal to different users” (p. 363). Again, the perceived ease of use and the perceived usefulness are decisional. Or in other words: a good usability and a surplus merit it needed for attracting users or consumers to the social media instances of a company.

C. Social media and social capital: Using Web 2.0 for public issues

In the face of the growing importance of social media there is also an ongoing debate if and how, social networks influence the social capital and the political engagement of people [25] [26] [27]. On the one hand it is argued, that the social network sites offer new possibilities for political participation, for joining political motivated communities and for receiving more detailed information on civic issues. On the other hand, it is claimed, that social media lead to mainly loose connections with people and cause a decrease of political participation. Recently, [25] found that social networks can indeed foster political participation and social capital. Thereby it is important to note, that not the social media per se is decisional, but rather how the social media is used [28] [25].

A study of [29] on the usage of Twitter by non-profit organizations revealed that micro-blogging had three key functions “information” (i.e., providing information as one-way interaction), “community” (i.e., dialogue and community building by an interactive conversation), and “action” (i.e., the tweet aims at engaging the followers to do something). Even though most tweets of nonprofit-organizations could be classified as “information”, the majority of nonprofit organizations were indeed using tweets of the categories “community” and “action”. In the face of the available research and their own findings, [29] concluded that even though dialogue is not the main function of organizational communication in Web 2.0, it is a decisional factor for the strategically engagement of the stakeholders.

These examples underline that also in the context of public engagement not the social media channels per se, but rather the
individual usage patterns and users’ motivation are decisional for the benefit of social network sites. Thus, the crucial question is how the desired and appropriate usage patterns can be fostered, supported or initiated.

D. Public institutions in Web 2.0

Nowadays several public institutions are connected with Web 2.0. Via social networks, wikis and blogs they offer the opportunity for communication between the users or they provide additional specialized information and the latest news as a surplus benefit that goes (at least partly) beyond the scope of the official Web site in Web 1.0.

One example is the presence of universities on Facebook. A study by [30] provided first evidence how the possibility for students’ pre-registration on the homepage of a library influences the subsequent social network activities. The main motivation for students to use the pre-registration at Facebook was to find new friendships at the university and to stay in contact with the family and friends in their hometown. After pre-registration, Facebook was used to strengthen the new social network at university. As “social glue” it was more used for socializing than for working and studying at university. Thereby, Facebook was only one aspect in the student’s social life. Additionally, it is worth noting, that in some cases Facebook was used for informal educational issues like organizing academic group meetings and that the majority of students was positive about the future use of Facebook for teaching and learning. Contrariwise to this positive tune, the majority of students didn’t like to be contacted by the university staff for teaching, marketing, pastoral or administrative purposes. This might have to do with the image, main purpose and unwritten norms of Facebook [31] [32] [33]. Facebook is a social network for finding friends and social information exchange, but not for competition and work.

Until now there is only limited empirical evidence, if and how users appreciate Web 2.0 applications in the context of public institutions in general and libraries in specific. Do they welcome the new possibilities? Or is the connection with Web 2.0 detrimental for the image of a reputable library and similar public institutions? Another question in this context is what kind of surplus benefit a public institution can offer on the different Web 2.0 channels. The surplus benefit has not only to be in line with the image of the public institution, but also should consider the character and unwritten rules of the accordingly Web 2.0 application and the associated user expectations.

E. Scope and background of the reported empirical study

In the following selected findings are described that provide first insights, if and why users appreciate the connection of public institutions with Web 2.0. The reported study focused on the homepage of a library 2.0 (like defined by [34]), namely the ZBW – Leibniz Information Centre for Economics (http://www.zbw.eu/e_about_us/e_library_profile.htm). The ZBW is not only the world’s largest library for economics, but also one of the leading information centres for the development and application of Web 2.0 for technological library innovations. Additionally, the ZBW offers numerous online services (e.g., EconBiz for literature search, EconStor for publishing working papers). The ZBW is also present in several popular Web 2.0 applications like Facebook, YouTube and Twitter. Also specialized internal Web 2.0 applications are available, for example the blog “ZBW Media Talk”. The online services and the linkages to Web 2.0 can also be accessed via the homepage of the ZBW (http://www.zbw.eu). The web statistics indicate that the online services of the ZBW are very welcomed by the users. However, for the accordingly social media links on the homepage of the ZBW it is up to now unclear, if and how these links are used by the visitors of the conventional homepage in Web 1.0. Thus, this open question was included in a usability-study on the planned redesign of the homepage of the ZBW. Even though the finding are based on a small sample of people and should be considered as pilot data, the results provide a helpful first insight in the complexity of the research topic. Thereby it is important to note, that only the social media links on the homepage, but not the ZBW’s actual presence in Web 2.0 (e.g., the ZBW-page in Facebook or the ZBW-channels in Twitter) was investigated in this study.

II. PAPER-PROTOTYPING FOR REDESIGNING THE HOMEPAGE OF A LIBRARY 2.0

Like mentioned above, the presented findings are part of a usability-study on the redesign of the homepage of a library 2.0, namely the ZBW. Thereby, three different design versions (A, B, and C; see fig. 1, 2, and 3) of the new homepage of the ZBW were presented as paper-prototypes. All three prototype-versions of the new homepage included several links to Web 2.0. Besides the links to popular social network sites, namely Facebook, Google+, Flickr, Slideshare and YouTube, two twitter-channels (“@zbw_news” and “@tochtermann”) and two internal blogs (“ZBW MediaTalk” and “WiWi-Werkbank”) were offered. (These links already existed on the ZBW’s homepage. Due to recent developments, the Web 2.0 linkages on the actual version of the ZBW homepage were slightly changed.)

The study was conducted at the ZBW location in Hamburg with a German sample. Every test session was recorded by videotapes in the usability-laboratory of the ZBW. In order to lower test-anxiety, a short guidance through the usability-laboratory was provided. The usability-laboratory consisted of two rooms. The wall between the two rooms had a large one-way-mirror. In the test-room were three video-cameras and a microphone. For all test sessions a video-protocol was recorded. In the observation-room a second person (helper of the instructor) operated the video-cameras.

The paper-prototypes were tested by ten users (five male, five female; age between 21 and 30 years) who were already familiar with the ZBW. All participants were students, partly with experience in scientific work (PhD students). Each participant was tested in a single session. The test-session was guided by a female moderator (two different persons alternated to avoid instructor-effects). Additional one female helper was present (for assistance as a “human computer”; see below). The original instructions, questions and tasks were presented in German. (Interested readers can contact the first author for the exact German wording and further details.)
The duration of the single test-sessions was between one and one and a half hour. During the test-session drinks and sweets were offered in order to foster motivation throughout the rather long test-session. After the test-session each participant received a 30,-€ voucher for a popular online shop as reward for his/her participation.

Before starting with the test, the participant was informed that the usability-department worked as an independent task force and critique was very welcomed, because every critique was helpful to improve the prototypes. Thereby, the participants were explicitly instructed that they should not be polite but honest and that there are no wrong or right answers. Additionally, participants were informed about privacy issues and that their answers and data are handled anonymously.

The test-session had three main parts:

- Working with one chosen paper-prototype: Semi-structured interview and usability tasks
- Advanced scribbling: Comparative analysis of the three design versions
- Handicraft-task: Creation of the user’s wish-homepage

Throughout the complete test session, the “thinking aloud” method was applied, i.e., the participant had to verbalize what’s was going through his/her head. Since “thinking-aloud” was a cornerstone of the study, each participant was trained in “thinking aloud” while working on a rebus. After the test-session each participant had to fill out a questionnaire for the assessment of control variables (age, gender, socio-economics, prior experiences with the ZBW and open remarks). In the following subchapters the three main parts are described in more detail.

A. Working With One Chosen Paper-Prototype: Semi-Structured Interview and Usability Tasks

At the very beginning of the test-session, it was asked for the user’s first impression of the three design versions of the new homepage. Subsequently, the participant should spontaneously choose one of the prototypes (design A, design B, or design C) that he/she preferred for the further working in the test-session. After selecting one prototype, the participants were asked four general questions:

- What do you think is this page made for?
- What do you think about this page? What do you notice?
- Do you think the slogan is appropriate for the ZBW?
- What do you think, you can make with this page? What do the single elements serve for?

The questions were also given in written form on small cards. In addition to these leading questions, the instructor asked for details and motivated the participant for further comments and critique. The general questions did not explicitly address the Web 2.0 linkages; however it was free to the participants to say spontaneously also some comments about the connection to Web 2.0.
III. RESULTS: LIBRARY 2.0 AND WEB 2.0

Like mentioned above, the described study served as comparative usability-test of three design versions for the redesign of the ZBW’s homepage. The overall analysis of the data resulted in several recommendations for improvement and a best-of-design of the new homage. In the following only the analyses and results are reported that are connected with the linkages to the Web 2.0.

In the context of the semi-structured-interview and the usability-task, the comments (direct answers and content of the thinking-aloud protocols) on the Web 2.0 linkages were analysed in a qualitative way. The main analyses of the linkages to Web 2.0 concentrated on the data of the advanced scribbling and the handicraft-task. For the advanced scribbling, it was calculated how many of the participants marked the Web 2.0 links in green (as important), in yellow (as unnecessary) or in red (as confusing). The analysis was done for each of the three design versions (A, B, and C) separately. For the handicraft-task, it was analysed how many of the participants integrate the Web 2.0 links in their own wish-homepage.

A. Results of the Working With One Chosen Paper-Prototype

For the spontaneous selection of a design version there was no clear favourite design version identifiable: two persons chose design A, four design B and four design C. Since all three design version included the analogous links to Web 2.0 the accordingly comments were analysed for all three design versions together.

The answers of the four general questions revealed that eight of the ten participants spontaneous recognized the links to Web 2.0. However, several of the links were partly unknown, namely the internal blogs and Slideshare. Even though most comments on the Web 2.0 links were positive in the sense that participants think it is important for a modern library 2.0 to use the modern Web 2.0 applications, the participants had no personal interest in using these Web 2.0 links of the ZBW. Regarding the banner with the announcement of a blog-competition, the participants (who had chosen design A or B) commented that they didn’t know the purpose of the banner and that they didn’t like it because it distract from the important contents of the homepage.

The usability-tasks revealed several usability-problems that had no relevance for the Web 2.0 linkages and thus are not described here. However, it is important to note, that for the solutions of the tasks the links to Web 2.0 were ignored by all participants.

B. Results of the Advanced Scribbling

The data of the advanced scribbling were analysed in order to identify important, unnecessary and confusing elements. Thereby, the frequency of green, yellow and red markings was calculated for each core element (e.g., main menu, headline, slogan, direct access to literature search). Fig. 4 shows a typical example of the advanced scribbling task. The thinking-aloud protocols were used for clarification if the marking was ambiguous (e.g., Blog-banner in fig. 4 was marked partly red and partly yellow.)

After this semi-structured interview on the general impression of the new homepage-design, the participant had to manage seven usability-tasks with the selected homepage. Therefore also the subsequent pages of the homepage were available as paper-prototypes. When the participant “clicked” by finger pointing on a field, then the accordingly linked page was presented by a “human computer”. The “human computer” was a female helping person, who was trained in the linkages of the paper-prototypes. The procedure and method followed the usual standards of paper-prototyping [35]. The seven usability tasks regarded:

- Literature search via the online service EconBiz
- Other options for finding important literature and related information on a topic
- Using the online-help EconDesk
- Finding information about online book lending
- Publishing via the online service EconStor
- Finding information about opening times and rooms at the location in Hamburg
- Finding information about internal research of the ZBW

The Web 2.0 linkages were not explicitly addressed by the usability tasks. However, the Web 2.0 links could be used to manage the task, e.g., as other options for finding related information on a topic which could also be on Facebook or Twitter.

B. Advanced Scribbling: Comparative Analysis of the Three Design Versions

After the completion of the semi-structured interview and the seven usability-tasks, the participant received a print-out of each paper-prototype version (design A, design B, and design C) and had to mark the single elements of the page with different colours: green for important elements, yellow for unnecessary elements and red for confusing elements. Additionally, a blue pen for writing comments was available. This method of “advanced scribbling” is also described in [36]. As a reminder, a small card with the meaning of the colours was placed besides the print-out.

C. Handicraft-Task: Creation of the User’s Wish-Homepage

In the last part of the test session the participant had to tinker his/her wish-homepage of the ZBW (handicraft-task). The participant could use single elements of the three paper-prototypes or could create a completely different design. Therefore the participant received a blank sheet of paper, prints-outs of the three design versions (for cutting-out single elements) as well as different pens, a scissor and glue. The participants had a time-limit of fifteen minutes for this handicraft-task.
In the following, only the frequencies for the Web 2.0 links are reported. The accordingly quantitative results of the advanced scribbling are listed in Table 1. The numbers show how many of the ten test persons marked the Web 2.0 links with the different colours. The participants were not forced to mark anything at all. Thus, the sum of green, yellow and red can be different from ten.

**TABLE 1. ADVANCED SCRIBBLING: NUMBER OF PERSONS WHO MARKED THE WEB 2.0 LINKS IN THE DIFFERENT DESIGN VERSIONS**

| Design version | Marking of the Web 2.0 links |  |
|---------------|-----------------------------| |
|               | green (important) | yellow (unnecessary) | red (confusing) |
| Design A      | 1                          | 7                           | 1                          |
| Design B      | 3                          | 4                           | 2                          |
| Design C      | 1                          | 7                           | 0                          |

The ten test persons were not forced to mark anything at all; thus, the sum is different from ten.

a. The ten test persons were not forced to mark anything at all; thus, the sum is different from ten.

The data showed that most users marked the links to Web 2.0 as unnecessary. Only a minority marked the Web 2.0 links in green, i.e. as important. The participants commented (by thinking aloud), that the Web 2.0 links are for themselves unimportant. They reported that they never used the Web 2.0 links on the current homepage of the ZBW. Some of the Web 2.0 applications were not even known by the users.

**C. Results of the Handicraft-Task**

The results of the handcraft-task showed that the majority, i.e., seven of the ten test persons, integrate the Web 2.0 links in their wish-homepage. Three of the ten participants integrate the banner with the blog-competition (from design A, partly in a smaller version). Only two persons had neither the social media links nor the banner with the blog-competition in their wish-homepage. Fig. 5 shows a typical example. Please note that this example of a wish-homepage in fig. 5 (including Web 2.0 links) was done by the same participant who marked the Web 2.0 links in yellow (as unnecessary) in fig. 4.

While integrating the Web 2.0 links in their wish-homepage, these people argued (by thinking aloud) that even though they never personally used the Web 2.0 links or the application itself, it is essential for a modern library 2.0 to have such linkages to Web 2.0.

**IV. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK**

The reported investigation is only a first pilot study with a small sample of people. However, even for such a small sample of ten participants, the findings illustrate the benefit of a multi-method approach that provides deeper insights and offers the possibility for an adequate interpretation of the results. The results of the advanced scribbling showed that at the links with Web 2.0 on the homepage of a library 2.0 had no personal importance for the user. Contrariwise, the results of the handcraft-task implied that the linkage to Web 2.0 is a necessity for a modern library 2.0. On the first sight, these results seemed somehow contradicting. However, a look at the thinking aloud protocols provided a reasonable interpretation. Even though the Web 2.0 links are also integrated in the existing current version of the homepage of the ZBW, most users never used them. They did not even click them, because they assume, that it is of no personal benefit. On the other hand, most users recognized that Web 2.0 is a hot topic in modern time. For the handcraft task, the participants explicitly stated that the linkage to Web 2.0 is a necessity for a modern library 2.0 (no matter what content is behind the link), however the participants didn’t think it has a personal benefit for them. Thus, the overall interpretation of the findings leads to the conclusion, that Web 2.0 is indeed important for a public institution like a library 2.0. However, it is not sufficient to have a linkage to Web 2.0. Rather, the surplus merit of using the linkage of a library 2.0 with Web 2.0 has to be communicated to the users.

This interpretation is in line with the finding, that the participants ignored the Web 2.0 links while working on the usability tasks. In the second usability-task it was asked if the participant believed that the ZBW can provide additional help beside the literature search service EconBiz. Some of the links to Web 2.0 are apt for providing additional help, e.g., by the
additional information presented on Facebook, Twitter or in the Social Media Blog. Additionally, a discussion with the ZBW community at Facebook might also be helpful for supporting and enhancing the conventional literature search. Even though, this is partly already implemented, the users apparently didn’t recognize it until now. From a uses and gratification perspective this means, the users of the conventional homepage in Web 1.0 didn’t recognize that the additional presence in Web 2.0 offer content that could be useful for their own purposes and therefore, the users lack motivation to visit the accordingly links.

Thus, besides pure image reasons, a public institution have two consider two main points when using Web 2.0 applications: First, a surplus benefit beyond the scope of the official Web Site in Web 1.0 has to be offered. Second, the surplus benefit has to be communicated to the community in order to build up the user’s motivation to visit and to use the accordingly linkages to Web 2.0.

In the case of the ZBW the current traffic on e.g., the ZBW’s page on Facebook implies that there is indeed a big surplus benefit beyond the Web 1.0. In 2012 there are about 1300 visitor per month on the Facebook timeline. The posts in Facebook are read between 400 and 1000 times within 28 days (depending on the content). However, only about 60 persons of the over thousand visitors of the Facebook timeline are coming from the ZBW’s homepage in Web 1.0. This is even more astonishing since the ZBW’s Web site has about 30000 visitors per month (the homepage with the linkage to Facebook has about 20000 visitors per month). Taking these statistics together, it seems that the surplus benefit in Web 2.0 is very welcomed in the Web 2.0 community. However, the users of the conventional homepage in Web 1.0 don’t recognize the surplus benefit. Or in other words: The ZBW’s users in Web 1.0 are still a sleeping potential for the Web 2.0 application. Thus, the main challenge is to communicate the surplus benefit of the ZBW in Web 2.0 also to the users of the conventional homepage in Web 1.0.

Additionally, there are also other reasons thinkable why many users don’t even try the links to Web 2.0. One possible explanation could lie in information overload [17]. Maybe, the ZBW’s homepage and the professional search tool provides too many or too detailed information about the search topic. This could also be related to the found usability problems (e.g., difficulties in interpreting the icons for the availability of literature; problems in identifying the chat-box of the online-help). As the usability of the ZBW’s homepage will be improved there will be more cognitive resources available and the willingness and curiosity of people to try the Web 2.0 linkages may rise. This is also in line with the notion of [3], that good usability is an entrance condition for using Web 2.0 applications. For public institutions (and other organizations), that are present in Web 2.0, the usability of the own homepage act as signboard for the usefulness of the accordingly links in Web 2.0. Or in other words: If you annoy the users on the homepage in Web 1.0 with low usability, then they are not interested in getting more of the same confusing contents in Web 2.0. That means the users’ expectations have to be addressed or modified. Thereby it is important to note, that users have not only expectations about the public institution but also about the Web 2.0 applications. When using a Web 2.0 application like Facebook, the communicator (i.e. the public institution) has to be aware of the unwritten rules [31]. Similar, the communicated contents (or other surplus benefits) have to be in line with the possibilities of the selected Web 2.0 application. According to the Media Richness Theory a complex issue needs a richer media [37]. For example, tweets are not apt for holding a lecture. However, tweets might be very useful for the communication during a lecture.

Another important point for the rare usage of Web 2.0 may lie in the lack of a critical mass of the community [18]. Imagine for example, that a public institution offers an expert-moderated discussion platform on Facebook. In this case it is decisional to have a critical mass of users as discussion participants. Especially for small public institutions this could be problematic. Thus, it might be helpful to collaborate in Web 2.0 with other public institutions that have a similar or complementary topic. Additional, it is reasonable to encourage users’ activities. This could be done by rewarding contributions. Popular techniques for rewarding are for example the provision of a monthly activity index or a status as “expert” or “mentor”. Other factors for enhancing users activities are e.g., support for browsing, information about the community or group, direct comments and provocative statements of moderators [24].

Taking together, the main recommendations for improving the popularity of public institutions in Web 2.0 are:

- Providing a surplus benefit on the Web 2.0 that goes beyond the scope of the official homepage in Web 1.0, e.g., enabling expert-moderated discussions.
- Communicating the surplus benefit on the Web 2.0 to the community, especially the community in Web 1.0, and to important stakeholders.
- Improving the usability of the public institution’s homepage in Web 1.0, because it acts as signboard for the usability and usefulness of the linkages to Web 2.0.
- Providing contents and activities that are in line with the users’ expectations about the concrete Web 2.0 application.
- Enabling a critical mass of users by community building and collaboration with similar or complementary public institutions on Web 2.0.
- Encouraging users’ activities by rewarding or other techniques.

The list of recommendations is neither complete nor exhaustive. The recommendations need more empirical evidence and the effectiveness and efficiency of the single points have to evaluated and validated. However, the findings of the reported study and the given suggestions for improvement can be seen as a good starting point for further activities of public institutions in the Web 2.0 and more systematic research in the future.
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